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KEY FINDINGS
Prime country property prices
have risen by 0.5% over the year
to September 2016
Price change is increasingly
dependent on property value
following a series of tax changes
47% of respondents to our
survey said they would be more
likely to buy a house in an area
with good internet connectivity
or superfast broadband

MARKET UPDATE

GOOD CONNECTIONS

The prospect of Brexit may have added to a climate of
uncertainty, but it is changes to property taxation that
remain the primary driver of the market

Access to good transport links is often cited as being
essential to buyers but, as our survey reveals, it’s not
the only connection they look out for

Price growth in the prime country house
market peaked in mid-2014. While it may
have lagged behind London’s more
headline-grabbing growth during that
period, an annual increase of 5.2% was the
steepest rise in four years.

Nearly half (47%) of respondents to our
survey of more than 500 buyers active
in the prime market (pages 4 and 5) said
they would be more likely to buy a house
in an area with good internet connectivity
or superfast broadband, highlighting just
how important home internet speeds
and capacity are to buyers.

Since then, price growth across the market
has moderated and currently stands at 0.5%
over the year to September 2016.
While this headline figure suggests that the
market has been relatively subdued, the
slowdown in price growth is just a reflection
of a market adjusting to a series of tax
changes and, to a lesser extent, economic
uncertainty resulting from the recent vote to
leave the EU.

Quality of life is the primary
motivating factor for moving
house, followed by either
upsizing or downsizing, our
survey shows

The wholesale reforms to stamp duty
announced in December 2014, and
subsequent introduction of a 3% surcharge
for individuals purchasing additional
properties, have succeeded in making
buyers more price sensitive, and this has
been factored in to asking prices and offers.
The results of our exclusive buyer survey,
which we look at in more detail on pages 4
and 5, confirm this, with over 50% of
respondents saying that their budgets had
either been reduced following the changes,
or that they planned to stay longer in their
next property as a result.

introduction of Land and Buildings
Transaction Tax (LBTT) in April 2015.
As a result, we have seen the creation of
a two-speed market where price growth
is increasingly influenced by value. Homes
worth under £1 million have gained 7.7%
since the end of 2014, compared with
0.2% growth for properties worth over
£2 million where the highest rate of stamp
duty applies.
The strongest markets continue to be
affluent towns and cities that have
outperformed their more rural counterparts,
although this differential has narrowed in
the last six to 12 months as buyers look to
take advantage of the relative value offered
by rural markets.
While the EU referendum did create some
uncertainty, demand across the market has
remained resilient in the wake of the UK’s
vote to leave.
Our analysis shows that the volume of new
buyer registrations and viewings conducted
across the prime market over the year to
September remains in line - and even above
- historical trends for the past few years,
suggesting that the appetite for property
remains robust.

A similar trend has been observed in the
prime markets across Scotland following the

However, sensible pricing remains key,
especially for properties valued above
£1.5 million where the highest rate of
stamp duty applies.
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“We have seen the creation
of a two-speed market
across the country whereby
performance is increasingly
influenced by value”
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In an age of Wi-Fi, tablets and streaming,
it is unsurprising that fast and reliable
internet access is seen as a necessity
among home movers. In fact, with 61%
of respondents saying that superfast
broadband and good mobile coverage
was either very or fairly important, it ranks
ahead of a good view or secure parking in
terms of attributes.
Technology improvements including fast,
reliable internet have meant that working
from home is a viable option for many,
potentially cutting down on both commuting

FIGURE 3

Superfast broadband availability
by local authority
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time and costs. This is likely to be particularly
relevant for buyers in more rural property
markets. The most recent figures from the
Office for National Statistics (ONS) show that
the number of home workers is at its highest
level since records began.
As a result, the need for fast broadband
can be a stumbling block for some buyers,
especially those moving from urban areas
to more rural ones, with broadband speeds
and availability changing significantly across
the UK.
The proportion of respondents who said they
would research an area’s internet
connectivity, or ask an estate agent about
broadband, rose to 47% if the preferred
location for a new property was in
the countryside.
The UK government has stated its aim is
to bring superfast broadband to over 95%
of the UK by 2017.
The map on the right highlights the different
levels of broadband coverage across the
country. Areas which are dark blue indicate

Source: Ofcom

a lower level of availability of superfast
broadband, with light blue areas the
best connected.
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Which of the following statements best describes your attitude towards broadband?
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A further 32% of respondents said they
would research an area’s internet
connectivity, or ask an estate agent about
broadband speeds, before buying a house.

I WOULD BE MORE LIKELY
TO BUY A HOUSE IN AN AREA WITH
A GOOD INTERNET CONNECTION
AND/OR BROADBAND SPEEDS

Annual, to Q3 2016
6%
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KNIGHT FRANK BUYER SURVEY

STAMP DUTY

Our exclusive survey of over more than 500 buyers gives an insight
as to the changing demands across the market

What effect have reforms had?
Split by buyer budget

ALL

REASONS FOR MOVING
While many of the reasons for moving vary
across the UK, ‘quality of life’ is undeniably
the primary motivating factor, selected
as the most important reason by 43%
of respondents.
Moving up (29%) or down (26%) the ladder
are also key drivers, featuring at number two
and three on the list of what motivates our
respondents to move respectively.

Downsizing was, unsurprisingly, more
popular among those aged over-55 (45%),
while younger homebuyers were more likely
to be looking to move to a larger property
(43%), or one with a bigger garden or more
land (31%).
Good schools are often cited as a big draw
for buyers and this was especially noticeable
among 35-44 year olds. More than a quarter

RESIDENTIAL RESEARCH

£1.5M+

3%
14%

(26%) of respondents in this age bracket
said it was one of their main motivations for
moving, compared to (9%) overall.

3%
20%
20%
1%

40%
4%

London buyers were much more likely to
cite long-term capital growth as a motivation
for buying (23%) compared with those
elsewhere in the UK (10%), perhaps
reflective of the strong growth seen in the
capital following the financial crisis.

SUB £1.5M
2%
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THE NEXT PROPERTY

35%

NO IMPACT
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REDUCED
BUDGET

INCREASED
BUDGET

Some 41% of prime buyers have reduced their budget as
a result of changes to stamp duty in December 2014 and,
more recently, April 2016. This increases to 56% for
those with a budget over £1.5 million – the level at which
the highest rate of stamp duty is applied.
A further 14% of buyers said that they would stay longer in
their next property as a result of stamp duty changes, rising
to 20% for those with higher budgets.
As well as variations by price band, there were also
differences by age bracket. Some 47% of over-55s
reported that the changes have had no impact on their
budget, although this may be explained by the fact that
nearly half (45%) of older movers were also looking to
downsize to a smaller property.

What are your main motivations for buying a property?
% of all respondents

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Some 30% of respondents to our survey
said that the preferred location of their
next home was in a city. A quarter of
respondents (25%) said they would like
to move to a village, while just fewer than
a fifth (19%) said they would prefer a
countryside location.

Upsizing

Downsizing

43%

29%

26%

23%

ATTRIBUTES
Privacy and security (67%) and having
a garden or access to land (67%) were
considered the most important attributes
of a new home among respondents to
our survey.
Across the UK, having a superfast broadband
connection or good mobile coverage (61.4%)
was thought to be slightly more important than
a good view (60.8%), highlighting just how
important digital connectivity is for buyers.
Regionally, there are a number of variations.
Most notably in the South West where a good
view was considered very or fairly important
among 68% of respondents, perhaps
reflecting the large number of coastal
hotspots, national parks and areas of
outstanding natural beauty in the region.
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What attributes are important when buying a property?
% of all respondents who said property attribute was very or fairly important

67%

67%

Privacy & Security

17
46% %

Storage
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41%
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38%
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36%

Secure parking
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Views

34%
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in condition

14% 11%
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spa
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The popularity of city living reflects a wider
trend among buyers since the financial
crisis towards living within thriving urban
locations, which have outperformed their
more rural counterparts in terms of price
growth since the market downturn.
Key to this outperformance has been the
demand among buyers to live in towns
and cities with good schools, transport
links and amenities.

What is the preferred location
of your next home?
% of all respondents

Overall, being close to parks and
green space was considered the
most important factor in terms of
location with 66% of all respondents
saying this was either very or fairly
important. Among 35-44 year olds
proximity to good schools was
considered
either very or fairly important by
64% of respondents.

How important are the following in terms of property location?
3%
2%
Split by preferred location of next home
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RANKING

Quality of life/lifestyle change

More land
or a bigger
garden

This desire for convenience is also
evident among those looking to move
to a more rural location. Of the 44%
who said they want to move to the
countryside or a village, proximity to
transport links or amenities were the
second most important
considerations.
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YORKSHIRE AND NORTH

REGIONAL FOCUS
Knight Frank’s property experts offer
a detailed insight into selected prime
regional markets across the UK.

RESIDENTIAL RESEARCH

There are some trends which unite many local markets
– and one of these is a continued lack of stock.
Low stock levels have underpinned pricing in some respects, especially in more urban markets where
demand has been strongest but also in popular village and rural settings. Increasingly we’ve found that
buyers are being pragmatic in this low-stock environment and - if they have already sold their home – are
willing to rent until the perfect property becomes available. As a result, there has been competition for the
best homes, provided they are priced sensibly. While the bulk of demand has come from buyers moving
within the local area, there remains healthy interest from individuals relocating from the South. Many such
buyers recognise that the relative price differential between markets in Yorkshire and the North compared
to Southern England means their budgets stretch much further.

SCOTLAND

-0.2%

Daniel Rigg Office Head, Harrogate
+44 142 353 5373 daniel.rigg@knightfrank.com

SCOTLAND
Policy continues to be the big driver of
the market in Scotland, although there are
grounds for optimism.

CENTRAL

Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) is still dominating our
conversations with buyers at the moment, with higher purchase costs in the
prime market generally motivating them to negotiate harder. This has had a
knock-on impact on prices, which have fallen slightly over the last year. In
spite of this, the market continues to perform with viewings and deals being
done, especially in key cities. Generally speaking, if a property is of the right
quality and is accurately priced then there is competition for it. Given the
wider political and economic uncertainty in Scotland at the moment, potential
vendors, who have not “had to” sell, have been reluctant to test the market.
Despite this, following the EU referendum we have experienced a pick-up in
interest from overseas as potential buyers look to take advantage of sterling’s
recent slide – this is a trend we expect to continue.

The prime market in the Cotswolds has been
particularly buoyant in 2016 compared with
the previous year.
We have seen a 24% increase in the number of sales completed with a value above
£2 million across the Cotswolds in the first ten months of 2016 compared with the
same period last year. Some 55% of those deals were completed in the four months
subsequent to June’s referendum on EU membership. This suggests that, so far,
the vote has had a minimal impact on buyer activity at the top end of the market.
Our experience is that stamp duty has been a bigger hurdle. Buyers remain very price
conscious following successive increases to stamp duty, which culminated in the
changes introduced in April 2016. In some cases this has led to an imbalance
between vendor and purchaser expectations, but generally people are now starting
to meet in the middle. The recent fall in the value of the pound relative to other
currencies has encouraged an increase in the number of international buyers.

YORKSHIRE
AND NORTH
1.5%

Ran Morgan Head of Scotland Residential
+44 131 222 9611 ran.morgan@knightfrank.com

Atty Beor-Roberts Head of Central Region
+44 128 565 9771 atty.beor-roberts@knightfrank.com

SOUTH WEST
There have been notable variations in terms
of performance across the prime markets in
the South West.
There are a number of significant trends that have emerged across the South
West in the past year. One is the growing demand among buyers for property
in more rural areas, with Dorset a particular hotspot. Villages and small towns
surrounding Bristol, Bath and Winchester have also been in high demand.
Across the region, purchasers have been heavily influenced by the recent
increase in stamp duty for second home buyers and investors in April 2016.
As a result, there has been a real “flight to quality” from buyers that has
resulted in competitive bidding for the best homes. Activity levels remain
strong in spite of wider uncertainties – our data shows a 9% increase in
prospective buyers registering with our offices so far this year compared with
last, as well as a 19% jump in viewings and a pick-up in terms of properties
being listed for sale – this bodes well for the remainder of the year.
Andrew Rome Head of South West Region
+44 196 267 7230 andrew.rome@knightfrank.com

CENTRAL

0.8%

-0.9%

Demand has been underpinned by a notable
increase in the number of buyers choosing
to relocate from the capital.
The number of Londoners buying property in the Home Counties so far in 2016 was
36% higher than the previous year. As prime markets in the capital pause for breath,
buyers have been tempted by the extra space and relative value on offer, especially
in town markets. An easy commute back to the city and proximity to good schools are
often the key considerations for such buyers. Demand has been strongest for sub-£1.5
million properties and we have seen fairly consistent trading below this threshold this
year. However, a number of these deals are subject to long chains and, as a result,
completion times have increased. Higher purchase costs as a result of successive
increases to stamp duty remain an issue for the most expensive homes.

SOUTH
WEST
4.6%
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HOME
COUNTIES
AND EAST

HOME COUNTIES
AND EAST

Annual % change (Q3 2015 - Q3 2016)

Edward Rook Head of Home Counties Region
+44 173 274 4477 edward.rook@knightfrank.com
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GLOBAL BRIEFING
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
KnightFrankblog.com/global-briefing
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Oliver Knight
Associate
+44 20 7861 5134
oliver.knight@knightfrank.com
Gráinne Gilmore
Head of UK Residential Research
+44 20 7861 5102
grainne.gilmore@knightfrank.com
COUNTRY HOUSE SALES
David Peters
Head of Country Business
+44 20 7861 1067
david.peters@knightfrank.com
Rupert Sweeting
Head of Country Sales
+44 20 7861 1078
rupert.sweeting@knightfrank.com

Knight Frank Residential Research provides strategic advice, consultancy services and forecasting
to a wide range of clients worldwide including developers, investors, funding organisations,
corporate institutions and the public sector. All our clients recognise the need for expert independent
advice customised to their specific needs.
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“Knight Frank agreed a record
number of tenancies in July
this year. That record was
broken the following month in
August.”
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PCL Sales - September
2016
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On an annual basis prices are
0.5% higher
More moderate price growth is largely
a result of recent stamp duty
increases in December 2014 and
April 2016
The number of Londoners buying
property in the Home Counties was
43% higher so far in 2016 compared
to 2015

However, our sales agents note that sensible
pricing remains key, especially for properties
valued above £1.5 million where the highest
rate of stamp duty applies.

On an annual basis, growth remains positive
at 0.5% – compared to the 1.8% dip seen
in the prime London residential market –
but notably slower than the peak of 5.2%
in 2014. This moderation in price growth
is largely a result of recent stamp duty
increases being factored in to asking prices
and offers.

The strongest markets continue to be affluent
towns and cities which have outperformed their
more rural counterparts, although the differential
has narrowed in the last 6 to 12 months.

While the headline figures suggest that the
market has been relatively subdued, activity
has remained resilient in the wake of the
UK’s vote to leave the EU, with some leading
indicators of activity remaining strong.
A 13% increase in new instructions between
July and August compared with the same
period of 2015, for example, means that
stock levels across the prime market have
started to tick up, an early sign that vendors,
many of whom had delayed putting their
homes on the market as a result of the
referendum, are returning to the fray.
There was also a 7% increase in the number
of properties going “under offer” over the
same time.
FIGURE 1

Average values for properties in urban
locations have risen by nearly 2% annually
and are around 5% above the previous market
peak. In comparison, annual price growth for
rural properties was 0.5% and remains 12%
below peak levels.
Prime urban markets benefit from good schools
and amenities as well as excellent transport
links to London, which make them among the
first port of call for buyers from the capital.
Our figures show a 43% increase in the number
of sales to Londoners in the Home Counties in
the first nine months of 2016 compared with
the same period the previous year.

Working for you
Adding value for our clients

Follow Oliver at @oliverknightkf
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief
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“While the headline figures
suggest that the market has
been relatively subdued,
activity has remained resilient
in the wake of the UK’s vote
to leave the EU.”

The Rural Report Autumn 2016
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Economic and housing
market overview
House prices are up by 5.3% across the UK
according to Nationwide, slightly down from
the 5.6% increase seen in August.

Average UK house prices
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House price sentiment eased slightly
in October, but remains well above the
post-Brexit vote low
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Prime Scottish house prices fell by
0.3% in Q3, taking the annual decline
to 0.2%
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Head of UK Residential Research

“The need for more
housing in areas of high
demand across the UK
continues to be a hot
topic for policymakers
and housebuilders.”
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As the chart shows, while the overall
HPSI reading eased slightly in October,
it remains well above the dip seen in the
immediate aftermath of the vote to leave
the EU. As the plan for leaving becomes
clearer and starts to be put into force,
there may be further periods of uncertainty
in the wider economy, but the housing
market has so far adapted to this major
shift in direction for the country.

Multi-speed market
Average house price annual % growth
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Source: Knight Frank Research/Nationwide

However, this headline figure for the UK
masks a continued multi-speed market –
recent data from the ONS showed that while
the borough of Newham in London saw one
of the largest annual rises in house prices in
the year to August 2016 at 23%, just a short
distance away, the borough of Camden saw
average prices fall 3% on the year.

25

110

2%

-4%
-6%

pressure after the central bank cut interest
rates and policymakers seemed to commit
to a ‘hard Brexit’. Inflation has also risen, to
1% in September, on the back of higher raw
material prices, however the ONS said there
was little sign that this was currently feeding
through to consumer prices.
The housing market is being underpinned
by the on-going fundamentals of
undersupply and ultra-low mortgage rates.
October’s House Price Sentiment Index
(HPSI) underlines the bounce-back in
households’ expectations for house prices.

Annual % change

Prices in prime central London are
down 2.1% on the year, after a 0.4%
decline in September

GRÁINNE GILMORE
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FIGURE 2

Price change
Annual and quarterly change in prime country
property values
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FIGURE 2

Home Counties rental growth
by bedroom Year to Q3 2016
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Quarterly

LOCALISED MARKET

The annual rise in UK house prices
was 5.3% in September, down
from 5.6% in August, according to
Nationwide data

We will continue to keep a close watch on key
market indicators in the coming months to
assess any potential longer-term impacts of
the referendum result.
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OLIVER KNIGHT
Associate

Property markets
Our latest research and analysis

As a result, there is an expectation that
rental volumes will rise in the coming
autumn and winter months.

Average UK house price growth slipped a little in September, but the
annual rate of growth remains above 5%. However, this masks key
regional differences in market performance, with higher growth in and
around UK cities, including many London boroughs in zones 2-6.

Key facts
October 2016

140

Issues and insights
Challenges and opportunities for landowners

The number of new prospective tenants
increased by 22% in the third quarter
compared with the previous year and
there was a 13% increase in viewings.

UK RESIDENTIAL
MARKET UPDATE

Prime property prices were largely
unchanged in the third quarter, falling by
0.1% over the three months to the end
of September.

8%

Agents note that demand has also grown
among “try-before-you-buy” tenants
opting to rent before purchase, especially
given increased levels of stamp duty in
the sales market.

RESIDENTIAL RESEARCH

Prime values fell marginally between July and September, the second
consecutive quarter prices have declined.

Prime property prices have fallen by
0.1% in the three months following
the UK’s vote to leave the EU

This has contributed to an increase in
the number of super-prime tenancies
being agreed so far this year compared
with 2015.

Home Counties rents

POSITIVE SIGNS DESPITE
PRICE MODERATION
Key headlines from
Q3 2016

As a result, at this level of the market
the balance of power remains tipped
in favour of tenants. In some cases,
landlords have had to be flexible in terms
of negotiations around rents in order to
minimise void periods.

2%

-8

Source: Knight Frank Research

deciding to rent out their property due
to weaker conditions in the prime
sales markets.

6%
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Supply at the top end has been boosted
by an increase in the number of vendors
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The global perspective on prime property and investment

Above this level, for larger properties, rising
stock volumes have kept a lid on growth.
The number of new super-prime rental
properties with an asking rent above
£15,000 per month placed on the market
across the Home Counties in the three
months to September 2016 increased by
81% versus 2015.

Prime Home Counties rental change
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However, these headline figures do mask
variations within the market. Activity has
been more robust in lower price brackets,
something which is reflected by stronger
rental growth for smaller properties, as
shown in figure 2.

Annual and quarterly % change

1

43.8%

-1%

Source: Knight Frank Research

Annual rental growth also remains positive,
albeit largely unchanged, at 0.5%.

Lettings market key indicators
Three months to August 2016 versus 2015

3%

-5%

For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief

The number of super-prime properties
placed on the market between July
and September was 81% higher
year-on-year

This pick-up in rental growth reversed
the trend seen in recent quarters, despite
some of the wider economic uncertainty
surrounding the Brexit vote.
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Rental value growth in prime central London

TOM BILL
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Rental volumes are expected to rise
over the autumn and winter

Prime rental values across the Home
Counties increased by 0.5% between
July and September, according to Knight
Frank’s rental index for the area.
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More broadly, lower price bands have
been performing more strongly, as figure 4
shows. Rental value growth below £500 per
week is stronger than higher price brackets,
though it strengthens upwards of £2,000,
which reflected a strong month for superprime tenancies (£5,000-plus per week) in
September.

There was a 22% increase in new
tenant registrations and a 13% rise
in viewings in Q3, compared with
Q3 2015

Bristol

The London Review
Autumn 2016

Prices fell -2.1% in the year to September 2016,
with regional divergences that included -8.9%
in Chelsea and 3.6% in Islington.

2016 versus 2015

Supply and demand are less balanced in
some price bands and markets, which means
asking rents are being exceeded by some
margin in some areas. This is the case for
lower-value properties in some of the best City
and Fringe developments.

Annual rental growth also stands
at 0.5%

Camden,
London

SUB-£2 MILLION MARKET
OUTPERFORMS

1.0%
0.5%

As a result of these trends, Knight Frank
agreed a record number of tenancies in July
this year. That record was broken the following
month in August, with a 12% increase in the
number of tenancies agreed.
In the three months to August, the number of
tenancies agreed rose 15.7% on the same
period in 2015, while the number of new
prospective tenants and viewings rose 5.5%
and 21.7%, respectively.

Leading indicators between £2 million and £5 million,

12-month change
6-month change
Quarterly change
Monthly change

1.5%

Both supply and demand have grown
markedly as tenants and landlords await
more clarity over the trajectory of the sales
market. As we discuss in our prime central
London sales report this month, early leading
indicators of demand are strengthening across
higher price brackets.

Rental values continued to decline as a result
of higher stock levels, falling -4.7% in the year
to September, a decline that means tenants
have been able to widen their search areas
to more expensive areas of prime central
London.

Prime rents across the Home
Counties increased by 0.5% between
July and September

Newham,
London

STAMP DUTY REFORMS IMPACT
LONDON MARKET

For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief

Macro View: Financial services in
post-Brexit London

A two-tier market is emerging across the Home Counties, with a
sharp increase in the number of super-prime properties above
£15,000 per month available for rent

Results for Q3 2016
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“While it would be premature
to suggest an inflection point is
approaching, leading indicators
are turning positive in the
£2 million to £5 million price
bracket”

Annual rental value growth was -4.7% in
September

Demand strengthens in higher price brackets

Price growth in prime central London

Head of London
Residential Research

The number of new prospective tenants
and viewings rose 5.5% and 21.7%,
respectively

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 1

TOM BILL

This increased activity has yet to translate into
higher transaction levels and overall volumes
remain down by just under a fifth compared to
2015. Furthermore, in a sign that some buyers
remain cautious, the average number of days
a property remained on the market was 14%
higher between January and August this year
than 2015.

The number of tenancies agreed in the three
months to August rose 15.7%

The hesitation primarily relates to the impact
of higher rates of stamp duty but the UK’s
decision to leave the European Union has
amplified a pre-existing mood of uncertainty.

the market rose 43.8% over the same period
and the total in August was the second
highest on record. April this year was the
highest month as a result of changes to stamp
duty for buy-to-let investors in March.

London, All

Stamp duty remains a decidedly bigger
influence on the market than the EU referendum
and in some instances the uncertainty
surrounding Brexit has been a catalyst for
overdue price reductions. Combined with a
favourable currency movement for buyers
denominated in overseas currencies, this has

Demand in lower price brackets remains
stronger and across the whole market the total
number of properties under offer was up by
39.3% while new prospective buyers rose by
26.2% in the three months to August on a yearon-year basis.

Knight Frank data reveals that number of
tenancies agreed in August 2016 was the
highest on record

TWO-TIER MARKET EMERGES

Uncertainty in the sales market means demand and supply in the lettings
market have risen markedly, says Tom Bill
Demand in the prime central London lettings
market continued to strengthen in September
as uncertainty persisted over short-term
pricing trends in the sales market.

Birminghan

Macro View: Financial services in postBrexit London

The number of new prospective buyers
registering in that price bracket rose 8.7%
between January and August 2016 compared
to the same period in 2015. Meanwhile, the total
number of registered buyers and properties
under offer rose 9.2% and 8.7% respectively
over the same period.

This is demonstrated by the fact demand
indicators have been even stronger in the three
months to August, as figure 2 shows. Between
£2 million and £5 million, viewings rose by more
than two-thirds compared to the same period
in 2015.

September 2016
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LETTINGS DEMAND BOOSTED
BY STAMP DUTY AND BREXIT
UNCERTAINTY
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The average number of days a property
remained on the market was 14%
higher between January and August
this year versus 2015

While it would be premature to suggest
an inflection point is approaching, leading
indicators are turning positive in the £2 million to
£5 million price bracket, a section of the market
that has felt the effects of higher stamp duty
more markedly than other segments, as figure
2 shows.

created added momentum in the market in
recent months.

Viewings

The number of new prospective buyers
between £2 million and £5 million rose
8.7% between January and August
year-on-year

There are embryonic signs of strengthening
demand in the prime central London residential
market as higher rates of stamp duty are
increasingly reflected in asking prices.

Total
registered
buyers

Annual price growth was -2.1% in the
year to September 2016

The total number of properties under
offer was up by 39.3% between
January and August year-on-year

BREXIT VOTE REINFORCES PRICING
TRENDS

This report analyses the performance of single-unit
rental properties in the second-hand prime central
London market between £500 and £5,000-plus per
week. For an analysis of the build-to-rent market
and the institutional private rented sector in London
and the rest of the UK, please see our Private
Rented Sector Update report here.

Leading indicators of demand and transaction activity above £2 million are
showing tentative signs of improvement, says Tom Bill
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Properties
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BREXIT AND THE PRIME
LONDON PROPERTY MARKET
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DEMAND STRENGTHENS IN
HIGHER-PRICE BRACKETS IN PRIME
CENTRAL LONDON
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For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief

The UK economy is showing resilience
after the vote to leave the EU, although
sterling has come under increasing

The need for more housing in areas of
high demand across the UK continues
to be a hot topic for policymakers and
housebuilders. As such, the industry
is anticipating the release of the
Government’s White Paper on housing,
which aims to outline an action plan to
further boost development. Once it is
released, Knight Frank will analyse its
contents on our research blog.

UK Residential Market
Update
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